Dine and Cache
Grab a fantastic meal at any of these Burrillville Restaurants before or after
snagging a nearby Geocache.
Casa Fernandes
With live music every Saturday night, Casa
Fernandes is a local secret. This restaurant is
very close to the Black Hut Management
Area, which is home to fourteen geocaches,
all of varying difficulty.
GC2HJQF
GC1HJQW
GC1HJR6
GC1HK2K
CG1HK1Q
GC1HJR4
GC1HQZM
GC1HQZW
GC1HQZZ
GC39G80
GCZ8W2
GCP2Q4
GC136KY
GC23R8G
Elite Pizza II
Boasting great pizza and more Elite Pizza II
is one of the many places in Burrillville
where you can get a great slice of pizza.
While there, search for “Lydia’s Animal
Frenzy Box” (GC2KZFR), but beware of
thorns and ticks.
Monty’s Victory Diner
Monty’s offers great breakfast in the perfect
small town atmosphere. Nearby is “Caches
are PERFECT for Holding Water”
(GC3J9BP) which requires about a half mile
hike.
Serio’s Pizzarama
With delicious pizza, fish and chips, and so
much more, Serio’s is a fantastic place to
bring the family. Nearby is the “Bridgeton”
(GCXAC7) multi-cache with a playground
for kids close to the cache.

This is a suggested itinerary.
No recommendation is implied.

Sweet Tomato Pizza and Grille
Sweet Tomato’s is another one of
Burrillville’s delicious pizza joints. Behind
the building complex you’ll find the
geocache “You Should be Dancin’”
(GC2ZWYA).
Uncle Ronnie’s Red Tavern
This family oriented restaurant offers an
array of meals and specials, including some
delicious seafood. Lurking close by is the
“Just Another Micro in Burrillville”
(GC1YQ10) which, according to the hider
is a “sort-of” park and grab.
Waterfall Café
Offering comfortable food in a comfortable
environment, the Waterfall Café is a great
spot to eat breakfast, lunch, or dinner.
Across the street is not only the beautiful
Mill Pond Waterfall, but also the “Freedom
Troll” cache (GC19VN4).
Western Hotel Pizza and Tavern
Considered a hidden gem, the Western
Hotel Pizza and Tavern offers quality
American Pub Fare. And be sure to check
out the “Arca Walling Lot” Cache
(GC3JBC9) which will take you on a short
hike to a secluded cemetery.
Wright’s Farm
Wright’s Farm is well-known as the place
for family style chicken. Before or after
eating, be sure to check out the “Wright
Place, Wright Time!” Cache (GC2ZB9R)
which should be a quick park and grab.

Please refer to VisitBurrillville.org for a complete list of attractions, recreational activities and dining
spots. Be sure to explore the Burrillville Tourism Interactive Map and the Visit Burrillville Facebook
Page.
For individual and group package rates, call
Blackstone Valley Tourism Council at 724-2200

